ABSTRACT
Embodied user representations are important for a wide range of application domains involving human social interactions. While traditionally, human appearances were defined by the physics of the real world, we now have the means to go beyond such limitations with virtual, mixed, and augmented reality (VR/MR/AR) technologies. Different human appearances can have an impact on their perception and behavior with other users in social or collaborative environments. There is a growing literature about the impact of different user representations and behaviors on perception; however, investigating the impact of visual scaling of human body parts has so far received less attention from the research community.

In this paper, we present and discuss our position that scaled user embodied representations in VR/MR/AR could lead to significant improvements for a range of use cases. We present our previous work on this topic, including the Big Head technique, through which virtual human heads can be scaled up or down. We motivate how it can improve the visibility of facial information, such as facial expressions and eye gaze, over long distances. Even when a human would be barely visible at a distance in the real world, this technique can recover lost embodied cues. We discuss perceptual effects of scaling human body parts and outline future research.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented reality;
• Computing methodologies → Mixed / augmented reality.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Human vision allows us to perceive the surrounding real or virtual environment via light in the visible spectrum, e.g., reflected off objects in the environment. However, our visual acuity is naturally limited by the density of rods and cones on the retina, or through the resolution of a virtual, mixed, and augmented reality (VR/MR/AR) display. If the size of a physical object’s projection on the retina/display falls below a perception threshold, we are unable to perceive it or its details visually. For instance, a person walking away from us causes their retinal size to shrink, which means that they are gradually perceived with fewer and fewer details until they become indistinguishable from the background at a threshold distance. This is particularly evident in current low-resolution consumer VR displays and Social VR environments, where the facial features of a virtual avatar/agent become difficult to perceive at only three meters distance [2].

In previous research on this topic, we have introduced different methods for visual enhancements by scaling human body parts, which have much promise to recover lost visual cues. We analyzed approaches for static and dynamic scaling of human embodied cues, based on perceptual limitations and detection thresholds. With recent advances in VR/MR/AR technologies and techniques, it becomes feasible to pursue and employ these methods for a wide range of practical applications.

In this position paper, we first provide background information and our own previous research, then outline our general research approach and present concluding remarks.

2 BACKGROUND

Speech-based and textual communication are integral to human social interaction, but visual aspects of communication, such as appearance, gestures, or facial expressions, also play an important role, by themselves and in addition to speech or text. In VR/MR/AR environments, users can implicitly recognize the importance of these visual characteristics of their own and other peoples’ avatars or agents. With recent improvements in the visual quality of virtual humans, as well as means of avatar customization in consumer environments, e.g., social VR platforms like VRChat or Altspace VR, such visual aspects are becoming more and more relevant and noticeable to users [3]. VR/MR/AR technologies are capable of replicating spatial appearances of humans in the real world, and they further provide the opportunity to go beyond realism [4, 13] and potentially enhance a user’s perception of real or virtual entities by making them easier to see, such as by making them, in their entirety or in part, appear larger. We discuss our approach and past work on scaling spatial appearances of humans in VR/MR/AR in the following sections.

3 PREVIOUS RESEARCH

In previous work, we concentrated on a body scaling method, which we call the “Big Head” technique. We introduced and investigated the approach.

We first examined how magnifications can be used to enhance the visual perception of virtual human avatars/agents over different distances in VR [2]. We presented a scaled-up head of the virtual
human and investigated two different head scaling methods, one that maintained a fixed eye height of the virtual human and one that maintained a fixed neck height of the virtual human (see Figure 1a). We found that the fixed eye height based scaling method was slightly preferred by participants in the context of detecting facial features and when participants had to rate their sense of comfort when seeing a scaled human representation. We also found that participants were surprisingly tolerant of even large disproportionate head scaling in terms of comfort levels and their sense of “uncanniness” [14].

In a follow-up study, we investigated the effects of the Big Head technique on distance perception in VR [1]. We tested the technique on two body representations, a full body representation and a head-only representation (see Figure 1b). The study revealed a significant effect of big head scaling on distance judgments—only if the scaled heads were presented as floating objects in VR, but not when they were spatially anchored and attached to a human body at true scale. From this we can say that not only visual facial perception but other perceptions like distances can be affected by scaled heads on virtual humans.

4 GENERAL RESEARCH APPROACH

Our research is situated and contextualized in the field of collaborative VR/MR/AR environments and aims to facilitate effective communication with new methods to introduce and accentuate embodied cues [5–8, 10–12, 15–18, 20, 21]. Our contributions are made in the convergence research field at the nexus of VR/MR/AR computer graphics and perceptual and cognitive psychology, which inspires and guides our developments.

Since our previous work on the Big Head technique has shown that humans are surprisingly tolerant to even large disproportionate changes in human head scales, we believe that scaled heads and bodies will become more widely used in the future. For instance, Facebook is already leveraging it in their Social VR environments [24], and Piumsomboon et al. [19] presented Mini-Me as a tool for enhancing MR collaboration between AR and VR. It is our position that more research is needed to understand the effects of such scaling on social interactions, proxemics and avoidance behavior [22], multi-scale representations [9], etc. While our previous research so far was concentrated on head scaling, we investigate scaling techniques for other body parts, tools, and other representations with the potential to provide benefits in a wide range of collaborative and social environments. These methods will likely show an impact on users’ perception of and behavior towards other users [23]. It may even affect their perception of themselves in line with the Proteus effect in VR/MR/AR [25]. Further research is needed to investigate localized scaling approaches on different body parts from the head down, including the hands, feet or torso. Scaling may occur individually, involve a combination of different body parts, or the entire representation as a whole. Similar to Figure 1b, these manipulations can also be realized for different real/virtual body representations. The scope for this research approach is wide, so far largely underexplored, and we believe that it can be developed into an effective tool for future multi-user collaborative environments.

5 CONCLUSION

Embodied scaling methods like these outlined in this position paper have a lot of potential to make positive contributions to the way we perceive other humans and our environment, be that the real world via AR/MR display technologies, or be that a social virtual environment by using VR displays. Subtle scaling approaches that make relevant body parts bigger or smaller in an observer’s visual field can provide more visual cues when needed (e.g., using just-in-time mechanics) or prove useful to different parts of our
population, such as people with limited visual acuity. We believe
that this research direction is highly interesting both from a basic
research perspective due to the various interactions with human
perceptual and cognitive processes, but also for applied research
as multiple application domains could benefit from such methods.
More research is needed to explore the design space and investigate
these fields.
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